7th October

ACROSS
1 Ersatz
5 Venetian blind unit
9 Cathedral part
13 Pranks
17 Give a hang
18 "... Gun Will Travel"
19 Members of a clowder
20 To be, in Bordeaux
21 Guinness of "The Ladykillers"
22 Terminated
23 Closet rack filler
24 Not ever, to a poet
25 Alabama river
28 Retaliate
30 "Into Thin (1997 bestseller)"
31 "City for Conquest" star Sheridan
32 "Definitely!"
33 Got rid of hunger pangs
36 Moi plus toi
39 Preserve
42 Microwave feature
46 Continental Army commander
49 Type of dog or robe
51 Blood fluids
52 Plimpton-Stein book
53 Aussie pal
54 Years, to Pedro
56 Paycheck deduction: abbr.
57 Wink and Surge, e.g.
59 Banked fund: abbr.
62 Third word of "Moby-Dick"
64 Alabama-Georgia border river
68 Shock absorber tester
71 Country on Lake Titicaca
72 Actress Stella
76 Goodall subject
77 Bottled (up)
79 Unaccompanied
82 Kansas city
83 Storied Roman fiddler
85 "Puf" precursor, in the laundry
86 Alabama Army training center
88 Criticize anonymously

90 "Kiss from a Rose" singer
92 Le Gallienne and Gabor
93 "... Lost You" (Elvis)
94 St. Tropez article
96 Edgar ___ Masters
98 Jan.'s successor
100 Walking poles
103 Phrase on an Alabama license plate
109 It makes the world go 'round
110 Prophet
112 Renée's roast
113 Dollywood's st.
114 Pahlavi's realm, once
115 State: Fr.
116 Eject
117 Within: prefix
118 Fender crunch
119 Infants' down-times
120 Señor Arnaiz
121 Brabury and Liotta

DOWN
1 Picket line
2 Crosser
3 Place for a reception
4 Linoleum-buyer's calculation
5 Site of Muhammad's first revelation
6 Where cars are displayed
7 Liquid rock
8 Swear to
9 Earth, in many a sci-fi novel
10 Hart work
11 Holy fem.
12 Type of exam question
13 Conception
14 ___ asteroid
15 Breakup author Behrendt
16 Needing watering
26 Singer-songwriter Carole
27 Like the press-room floor
29 Horse doctor, for short
33 City on the Skunk River
34 Pothier
35 Bagnold, of "The Chalk Garden"
37 Nathan's "Producers" costar
38 ease (be a good host)
40 Great Scale note
41 Freak out
43 Phoenix suburb
44 Scots Gaelic
45 Pole
47 Pass along knowledge
48 Kind of fire
50 Former bandmate of Baby and Scary
55 Stadium demolished in 2009
58 Bargain-hunt
60 Revolutionary Guevara
61 Body trunk
66 Doc
67 Excessive: Fr.
69 Gives no stars to
70 Sign on a 24-hour market
72 Garr of "Mr. Mom"
73 Mischievous Norse god
74 Mt.'s height
75 Odd
78 Inventor's monogram
80 Sporty conveyance: abbr.
82 Building blight
84 Like Versailles
86 Kind of collar
87 Secondhand
88 Inner: prefix
91 Gives a heads-up
95 Ruhr Valley steel city
97 Blew it
99 Guard dog, usually
100 Reached base, in a way
101 Raced
102 Author Goncharov
103 Rolling wreck
104 "You Belong ___" (Carly Simon)
105 Revolutionary pier
106 TV's "...: Warrior Princess"
107 Harrison Ford character, for short
108 "Country" Slaughter
110 LAX letters
111 LAX letters
112 LAX letters
113 LAX letters
114 LAX letters
115 LAX letters
116 LAX letters
117 LAX letters
118 LAX letters
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